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TOTAL SUPPORT HELPS INDUSTRY SOAR ONCE MORE  

 

Total AOC is seeing clear evidence the aviation industry is emerging from the shadow of 

the Covid-19 pandemic, with 21 global operators in the past six months alone turning to 

the aviation support specialists to get their aircraft in the sky, representing a 35% 

increase over business prior to the pandemic. 

 

With increasing numbers of large and small operators, across all sectors, turning to Total 

AOC, the team has logged thousands of hours in the last 12 months to help each client 

navigate the complex regulatory processes involved in obtaining and maintaining their air 

operator certificate.  

 

Julian Tubb, Director at Total AOC, says: “Based all round the world, our vastly 

experienced staff utilise their depth of industry knowledge and expertise to deliver the 

very best advice to aviation organisations of all types.” 

 

Of the 50-plus businesses the company has worked with in the past year, a significant 

number have been air cargo operators, a sector driven by the boom in e-commerce 

brought on by the pandemic.  

 

“It has been interesting to see the impact Covid-19 has had on certain areas in the 

industry,” adds Tubb. “Cargo is booming, which means a different approach to passenger 

operations, but we have the experience and sector knowledge to help new and existing 

operators traverse that path.” 

 

Regardless of the type, size or sector an operator works in, the team at Total AOC place 

great emphasis on building strong relationships and a complete understanding of each 

client’s operation, allowing them to deliver a truly bespoke service. 
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“Our role is to provide those clients with the support they need, including advice and 

guidance on things like flight and ground operations, security, maintenance, manuals, air 

worthiness and even business planning – all to ensure they can go before their regulatory 

bodies, get their aircraft in the air, and keep them there,” adds Tubb. 

 

Total AOC is part of TrustFlight, a global provider in software-driven workflow support 

services to the aviation industry. The company’s market-leading technology, which 

includes the powerful safety, risk, compliance and operational management capabilities 

of Centrik, combine to deliver robust, ultra-efficient, paperless solutions to any type of 

aviation business. 

 

The combination of this market-leading technology with the hands-on industry 

experience, knowledge and understanding of the team at Total AOC allows the business 

to build, and maintain, lasting relationships with their clients. 

ends 

Notes to editor:   

Total AOC and Centrik provide complete operational management support to more than 70,000 global 
users in the aviation, UAS, military and maritime sectors.  

Part of TrustFlight – a global provider of Digital Workflow Applications and innovative software-driven 
workflow support services to the aviation industry – support services from Total AOC and Centrik help to 
remove costly, outdated paper-based processes and procedures, increasing efficiency, improving safety 
and ensuring complete compliance across some of the most highly regulated and safety critical industries 
in the world.  

For further information please contact info@centrik.net or info@trustflight.io  

For further press information please email Gary Baker (gary.baker@garnettkeeler.com) at Garnett Keeler 
or call 020 8647 4467. 
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